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An attempt is made to establish the relationship between various energies 
in the magnetothermohahne convection problem. The analysis made brings out 
that the total kinetic energy associated with a disturbance is greater than the sum 
of its total magnetic and concentration energies in the parameter regime 
Qa,/n’+ R,u/T*x~< 1, where Q, c, o,, R,, and T, respectively, represent the 
Chandrasekhar number, the thermal Prandtl number, the magnetic Prandtl number, 
the salinity Rayleigh number, and the ratio of mass diffusivity to heat diffusivity. 
The result is valid for quite general boundary conditions. 0 1989 Academic PKSS, IIIC. 
1. 1NTRoDucT10~ 
Chandrasekhar [ 1 ] in his investigations of the magnetohydrodynamic 
simple Benard convection problem sought unsuccessfully the regime, in 
terms of the parameters of the system alone, in which the total kinetic 
energy associated with a disturbance exceeds the total magnetic energy 
associated with it, since these considerations are of decisive significance in 
deciding the validity of the principle of exchange of stabilities. Banerjee and 
Katyal [2] showed that in the parameter regime Qcr&r’< 1, the total 
kinetic energy associated with a disturbance is greater than the total 
magnetic energy associated with it. In the present paper we extend these 
energy considerations to a more general problem, namely, the 
magnetohydrodynamic thermohaline convection problem of Veronis’s [3] 
type. We establish that in the parameter egime Qu,/n’ + R,a/r2n4 < 1, the 
total kinetic energy associated with a disturbance is greater than the sum 
of its total magnetic and concentration energies. 
2. BASIC EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
The governing equations and boundary conditions for the magneto- 
hydrodynamic thermohaline convection problem, when a uniform vertical 
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magnetic field opposite to gravity is impressed upon the system, in their 
non-dimensional forms are given by [4] 
(D’-a’)(D2-a2-;) W=Ra2e-R,a2~-QD(D2-a2)hr, (1) 
(D2-a’-p)0= -W, (2) 
(D2-a2-f)d= -F, 
D2-a2-P3 
> 
h =-DW 
a z 9 
(3) 
(4) 
w=o=e=(j on both the boundaries, 
D=W=O on a dynamically free boundary, 
DW=O on a rigid boundary, 
h, = 0 on both the boundaries if the regions outside (5) 
the fluid are perfectly conducting, 
Dh,= fah, on both the boundaries if the regions outside 
the fluid are insulating 
In the above equations, z is the vertical coordinate, z=O and z = 1 
represent he two boundaries, D = d/dz, W is the vertical valocity, 13 is the 
temperature, C$ is the concentration, h, is the vertical magnetic field, a2 is 
the square of the wave number, R is the thermal Rayleigh number, and 
p =p, + ipi is the complex growth rate. 
3. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS 
We prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. If (p, W, 8,4, h,), p=p,+ ipi, p,>O is a solution of 
equations (1 k(5) with R > 0, R, > 0, and Qor/~’ + R,o/z2n4 < 1, then 
{’ (lDW12+a2 I W12)dz>Qol J: (IDh,12+a2 Ih,l’)dz 
0 
+ R,a2a 
s 
d 141’ dz. (6) 
Proof: Multiplying (4) by h: (the complex conjugate of h,), integrating 
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the resulting equation over the range of z by parts a suitable number of 
times, and making use of boundary conditions (5), we get 
aM+j’ (IDh,12+a2 Ih,12)dz+‘$f; Ih,12dz= -f; WDh,*dz, (7) 
0 
where 
M= Ulhz12)o+W,12)d 20. 
Equating the real parts of (7), we get 
aM+ f ’ (IDh,12+a2 Ih,12)dz+‘+j1 Ih,12dz 0 0 
= Real part of - ( j; WDh,* dz) 
<l,b WDh:dzl 
< f ’ I WI IL&l dz 
<if; 1 W,2 dz]‘12 (f; ,Dh,12j1’2 
(using the Schwartz inequality). 
Since p, 2 0, therefore from Inequality (8) we get 
j’,Dh,,‘dz<{j-; ,W,2dz}1’2{f; IDh,l’dz} 
w 
0 
or 
Using Inequality (9), it follows from Inequality (8) that 
f’ (,IDh,12+a2 Ih;l’dz<j’ IWl’dz. 
0 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
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Since W(0) = 0 = W( 1 ), therefore using the Poincark inequality [IS] we get 
j’ Iwl’dz<$j; IDWj2dz. 0 (11) 
It follows from Inequalities (10) and (11) that 
j1 (IDh,12+a2 lhz12)dz<$j’ lDW12dz 
0 
<; j; ()DW12+a2 IW12)dz. (12) 
Multiplying (3) by b*, integrating by parts once over the range of z, using 
the boundary conditions (5), and equating the real parts of the resulting 
equation, we get 
<f j; I41 IW dz 
<i{j; ,q12dz)“‘{j; ,W,2dz}1’2 
(using the Schwartz inequality). 
Since pI 2 0, therefore from Inequality (13) we get 
j; lD&2dz<i{j; I~12dzi”’ {j; ) W[2dz)1’2’ 
(13) 
(14) 
Since d(O) = 0 = 4(l), therefore using the PoincarC inequality [5 J we get 
n2j; IdI’dz< f ID&‘dz. (15) 
It follows from Inequalities (14) and (15) that 
j’ 1012dz<-&j; IW2dz. (16) 
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From Inequalities (13) and (16) we get 
u21; le12dz<-&l): IWl’dz. 
From Inequalities (11) and (17) we get 
IDW12 dz 
<&j-‘(lDW12+a2 )WJ’)dz. 
271 0 
From Inequalities (12) and (18) we get 
Qa, jd WA2 + a2 lh,12) dz+ R,a’a f ; I&’ dz 
Therefore, if Qrr1/rr2 + R,a/z2n4 Q 1, then from Inequality (19) we get 
j1 (DW12+u2 IW12)dz>Qa,f1 (IDh.12+u2 lh,12)dz 
0 0 
(17) 
(18) 
+ R,u2a 
I 
; lq5l’dz (20) 
and this proves the theorem. 
We note that the left hand side of (6) represents the total kinetic energy 
associated with a disturbance while the right hand side represents the sum 
of its total magnetic and concentration energies, and therefore Theorem 1 
may be stated in the following equivalent form: 
THEOREM 1. At the neutral or unstable state in the mugneto- 
hydrodynamic thermohuline convection problem, the total kinetic energy 
associated with a disturbance is greater than the sum of its total magnetic 
and concentration energies in the parameter regime Qa,/n2 + R,a/z2x4 < 1 
and this result is uniformly valid for any combination of a dynamically free 
or a rigid boundary that are either perfectly conducting or insulating. 
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